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before that the Merchants had taken to travelling in houses
on wheels, the original of the gipsy caravans that still remain
to be a testimony—and Sir Gawain and King Arthur had
fallen and the whole Round Table been dissolved.
§
Let us begin our American voyage Southwards with a
glimpse at Madeira. This is no digression—for a reason that
will appear plain in a moment. The archipelago formed by
those islands has for long been taken to be the last remains
of the ancient, legendary, lost continent of Atlantis. I do
not see why we should not go on believing that, although the
Scientists forbid it, just because they dislike legends—for
legend destroys Scientists.
But it is convenient to remember that, as we have seen,
the most eastward of these islands—that of Santos—belongs
geographically to ... consists, that is to say, of the same
kind of rocks and sands as the coast of Africa; whereas
the rest of the islands are geologically identical with the
eastern shore territories of the continent of America. The
Old World, then, ends at Porto Santo; the New begins, thirty
miles away, with the island whose capital is FunchaL It is
true that the sea that separates the two islands is two miles
deep, but in revenge it is only thirty miles across. So that
not an ocean but a strait hardly broader than the English
Channel at Dover separates the two hemispheres; and if
while he was courting in Porto Santo he took with his young
woman an afternoon trip to Funchal, Columbus actually
found his way to America's outpost and stood in the New
World a dozen years before he knew it.
That is why it is appropriate to begin our voyage South
from Manhattan with a glimpse at Madeira.
§
Geology is, of course, a kind of Science and scientific evidence
of a statement should always be suspect. Fortunately there
is human evidence to substantiate the American-ness of the
Madeiran civilization. Still in Funchal, that is to say, the
gaily painted and curtained ox-sleds glide about the streets

